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The author has aimed to study the impact of content-related variables on Twitter audience engagement of seven professional 

hockey organisations (members of NHL) during period of 1-7 March 2020. The Twitter data were analysed with the help of 

statistical methods (e. g. regression analysis). In overall, the thesis is well written, the hypotheses are in line with the literature 

and the theses is based on solid academic literature. The data collection, methodology and empirical analysis were conducted 

in a proper manner, although the reporting of the statistical data might be even more transparent. The future research 

directions and limitations are stated clearly.  On the other hand, it is fair to acknowledge that the presented findings (i.e. 

Summary of Results in Table 13) are based only on one-week data set, and on very limited number of variables. Therefore, I 

wondered, why the author have not analysed longer time period and more variables.  

I recommend the thesis for defence and I suggest the following questions to be discussed:

1. Based on your findings, would you recommend just being entertaining on Twitter, but posting any videos or pictures? How 

would you empirically test presence of interaction effects, such as combination of images and entertaining content (i.e. 

entertaining images)?

2. How could the time-related variables of posting (hours, days, weekend) influence the number of likes, retweets and replies?

3. Does really adjusted R-Squared Measure (e.g. adj. R2 = 6.0%) mean explained variance of your dependent variable as you 

interpreted it or is it wrong and why?
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The goal of the thesis was to analyse the impact of content-related variables on Twitter audience engagement. 
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